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31-asis Lietuvos karšto oro balionų čempionatas Flight 5
Tasks #16, #17, #18, 

#19;)
Sunrise / Sunset 0520 / 2200
Min. ILP → all goals
Next briefing
QNH 1009 QNH EPKT QNH EPKT QNH

Task 16 PDG Task order in order

a.
b.
c.
d.

MMA
Marker color
Marker drop
Logger mark 1

Task 17 HWZ Task order any order

a.

MMA see above
Marker color yellow
Marker drop free
Logger mark 2

Task 18 FON Task order any order

a.
b.
c.

d.

MMA
Marker color
Marker drop
Logger mark 3

Task 19;) CRT Task order any order

a.
b.

c.

d.
MMA
Marker color
Marker drop
Logger mark

1

Task data sheet

Scoring area entire contest area

The objective

The prize for everyone 

return the unused markers and the sensor (if rented) and its bellongings to 
the reception in the lobby

Description of scoring area(s) and their validity times

Hesitation waltz (Rule 15.3)

Goals available for declaration

logger goal 2
Number of goals permitted

Pilot Declared Goal (Rule 15.1)

Launch area
Launch period
PZs in force
Solo flight

1 km

Position of various set goals/targets 2439-6950     MMA R50m

ends at 2200

the reception desk in 

Return the Goods

Scoring period

ends at 2200Scoring period

2289-7055     MMA R50m

Scoring area entire contest area

Position of goal

Minimum and maximum distances between declaration point 
and declared goal

Scoring area
Scoring period before the first beer

entire contest area

all active
not required

next year somewhere

Fly On (Rule 15.5)

the lobby of Competition Centre
after the flight and the Night Glow

Scoring area

Method of declaration logger goal 1, maximum 2 valid revisions (3 declarations in track)
Number of goals permitted 1

min 1 km
min 1 km from any GL in the flight

Goals available for declaration any coordinates and altitude,
altitude difference from decl. point to goal min 500 ft

Pilots and crew are invited to Beer party at the White Seagull (tent)

CLA 1960-7057
green flag + 30 min

Scoring period ends at 2200

any coordinates and altitude at least 1000 ft MSL
Minimum and maximum distances between declaration point 
and declared goal

min 1 km
min 1 km from any GL in the flight

Method of declaration

2284-7012
MMA bounded by inner curb of running track of stadium  
Best result by logger mark 60 metres 


